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Abstract
Introduction: High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) 
is an essential technique for the diagnosis and follow-up of id-
iopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), but it is not routinely used 
to evaluate severity. A semi-quantitative HRCT score was 
developed to determine its relation with physiologic variables, 
to assess severity and fibrosis progression, and to establish 
prognostic factors.

Methods: The HRCTs of 48 newly diagnosed IPF patients 
were assessed. Reticular pattern, ground-glass opacities, 
distortion and honeycomb patterns were scored by two in-
dependent radiologists to obtain these scores and the Total 
Score of Fibrosis. Its relation with pulmonary function tests, 
the 6-minute walking test (6MWT) and air blood gases was 
evaluated, and with the survival and identification of the 
worse prognosis factors. The lower HRCT level (everything 
below the highest point of the right diaphragm) was inde-
pendently assessed to evaluate differences.

Results: The Honeycomb Score (HS) correlated with DLCO% 
(r = -0.50, p < 0.001) and KCO% (r = -0.55, p < 0.001). The 
Total Score (TS) correlated with DLCO% (r = -0.55, p < 0.001) 
and KCO% (r = -0.50, p < 0.001). Final SatO2 in the 6MWT 
correlated with the TS (r = -0.45, p < 0.01), and desaturation 
correlated with both HS (r = -0.34, p < 0.05) and TS (r = -0.45, 
p < 0.01). Survival was 42 (37-48) months. DLCO < 40 (p = 
0.005) and the TS of Fibrosis ≥ 20 (p = 0.03) were independent 
predictors of mortality. In the lower HRCT level assessment 
HS correlated with DLCO (r = -0.533; p < 0.001), KCO (r = 
-0.426; p < 0.01) and CPI (r = 0.505; p < 0.001), and also the 
TS correlated with both DLCO (r = -0.362; p < 0.01) and KCO 
(r = -0.481; p < 0.001); the HS was an independent mortality 
factor (p = 0.015) at this level.

Conclusions: A semi-quantitative HRCT score is useful 
for determining severity upon diagnosis and for predicting 
IPF progression, and it correlates well with physiologic vari-
ables. DLCO < 40 and the TS of Fibrosis ≥ 20 were inde-
pendent mortality predictors. The honeycomb score at lower 
HRCT levels determined mortality.

Keywords
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Introduction

Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) is a chronic pro-
gressive disease of unknown etiology, fatal prognosis 
and has no effective treatment, save lung transplant, 
accessible to very few patients, or new antifibrotic 
drugs, e.g., pirfenidone and nintedanib, which are used 
in a small group of patients defined functionally as be-
ing mild-to-moderate affected [1-4]. To date, diagnostic 
criteria are clearly established and high-resolution com-
puted tomography (HRCT) plays a first-order role [1,2]. 
Functional criteria are very well-defined to evaluate the 
progression and stability of, or improvement in, the dis-
ease. The HRCT and pulmonary function tests (PFT) are 
essential tools to diagnose, monitor and make a prog-
nosis of IPF. However, HRCT reports are usually limit-
ed to the description and location of radiological pat-
terns and provide no information on the (quantified) 
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bon monoxide transfer factor, 6 MWT and ABG on room 
air, which were always performed by the same respira-
tory nurse and followed proper guideline recommenda-
tions [8-11].

All the functional tests were done at the PFT Labo-
ratory: spirometry and DLCO with V-MAX equipment 
Spectra 22®, static volumes with 20® Encore V.Max 
team in an Autobox cabin VS62J®; an ABG analysis was 
run with patients at rest for 10 minutes before punc-
ture, analyzed in ABL 520 Radiometer equipment. A 6 
MWT was performed in a flat 30-meter-long corridor.

Bronchoscopy

All the flexible bronchoscopies (Pentax broncho-
scope® EB-1570K 2.0) were performed by the same 
pulmonologist, who had over 10 years’ experience. BAL 
was obtained at the middle lobe or lingula, and at least 
four transbronchial biopsies (TBB) were taken, prefer-
ably at lower lobes, in previously located areas in the 
HRCT with less honeycombing [12].

HRCT

A General Electric Light Speed   VCT 64-detector was 
used. Images were obtained with the patient lying in su-
pine position and after maximal inspiration with collima-
tion (1.25 mm) at 10 mm intervals, with 120 kV and 335 
mAs. The reconstruction algorithm was the high spatial 
resolution (bone). The windows to display lung parenchy-
ma were 1500 (width) and amplitude level (level) -600 
HU [13]. The characteristics for each identifiable radio-
logical pattern in IPF [14] have been previously defined to 
improve not only identifications by each radiologist, but 
to also improve the agreement among evaluations [15]:

a) Honeycombing: Cystic air spaces, from several milli-
meters to 1 cm diameter, with thick clearly defined 
walls, located mainly in subpleural areas.

b) Ground-glass: Increased lung attenuation (as mist) 
that allows to view the underlying vessels through it.

c) Reticular: Irregular intralobular crisscrossed lines, ran-
domly arranged and separated by a few millimeters.

d) Distorted lung architecture: Abnormal displacement 
of bronchi, pulmonary vessels, interlobar fissures 
and interlobular septa.

extent of the described findings. Some studies have 
shown a correlation between PFT and the IPF extent 
on HRCT findings by identifying poor prognosis and ear-
ly mortality factors with both [5,6].

Our hypothesis was that quantifying the extent of 
the HRCT findings of IPF would not only be important 
at the time a diagnosis was made but would also be 
essential to establish initial IPF severity, and to even 
monitor its progression. We aimed to evaluate the use-
fulness of a Semi-quantitative Score in the HRCT extent 
of IPF [7], which was redesigned to suit our workplace, 
and to establish the possible relation to lung function 
parameters, the 6-minute walking test (6MWT), arterial 
blood gases (ABG) and to bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL), 
all performed in a cohort of patients upon diagnosis. 
The secondary objectives were to identify poor progno-
sis factors in the radiological score findings, to assess 
whether quantifying IPF extension would be useful as 
a disease progression measurement, and to determine 
if a simplified scoring of the lower HRCT level would be 
enough to evaluate disease progression.

Methods

Patients

Consecutive IPF patients were selected according to 
the established clinical and radiological (usual intersti-
tial pneumonia -UIP-) criteria [1,2]. Those patients who 
refused to participate, had severe comorbidity or could 
not perform all the required tests were excluded. The 
study was approved and authorized by the Ethics and 
Clinical Trials Committee at the Dr. Peset University 
Hospital of Valencia (Spain), and an informed consent 
was obtained.

Study design

A prospective study was performed for 5 consecu-
tive years (2006-2010) and included newly diagnosed 
IPF patients. An analysis of the obtained findings was 
done at the time of the diagnosis. HRCT and PFT were 
done within 1 month.

Lung function tests

Patients underwent spirometry with a bronchodila-
tor test, static lung volumes and the single breath car-

         

Figure 1: The different HRCT levels.
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were compared using an ANOVA or a quantitative test 
unpaired t-test according to the purpose of the analy-
sis. Qualitative variables were studied with a Chi-square 
test. Non-parametric tests were used when variables 
did not follow a normal distribution, in which case 
data were expressed as the median and interquartile 
range. The relationship between HRCT scores and func-
tional parameters was analyzed by Spearman’s or Pear-
son’s correlation test according to the distribution and 
type of variables included in this analysis. A Kaplan-Mei-
er survival test and a COX proportional hazards regres-
sion analysis were performed to determine bad prog-
nosis factors. The intraclass correlation coefficient was 
used to evaluate the concordance score between two 
core radiologist readers. The level of significance for all 
the statistical analyses was p < 0.05.

A separate analysis of the lower HRCT level was done 
within the same statistical tests.

Results

Seventy-three IPF patients were initially studied and 
48 were finally included in the study. The main reasons 
for exclusion were patients refused to participate, in-
ability to perform any test (HRCT, bronchoscopy) or fail-
ure to meet the deadlines set out in the study design.

Demographics: The mean age was 71.6 ± 8 years, 68.7% 
of the participants were male; 66.7% were current or for-
mer smokers. The Charlson index was 2.77 (1.8-3.8). To 
date, 17 patients have died (35.4%; Table 1). The excluded 
patients had a mean age of 75.8 ± 6.8 years (46.7% males), 
eight of whom have died (32%). No significant differences 
were found for the study population (p > 0.05).

Pathology results

Bronchoscopy with TBB was performed in 21 cases 
(58.3%), whose results were consistent with usual inter-
stitial pneumonia (UIP) in two cases. Surgical lung biop-
sy was performed in six patients (12.5%), all with typical 
UIP features.

PFT

Patients had mild restriction, FVC 87.5% (81-93) 
and FEV1/FVC% 79.7% (77-81), with a moderate drop 
in DLCO, 55.1% (49-60). The 6MWT had an average dis-
tance, 395 m (347-442), an initial SatO2 of 94.3% (93-95) 

HRCT score reading: HRCT was read by two indepen-
dent core radiologists according to the following protocol: 
three levels were selected from each HRCT (Figure 1) to 
evaluate six different areas (three from the right lung 
and three from the left lung).

• Upper: Everything above the level of the carina;

• Lower: Everything below the highest point of the 
right diaphragm;

• Middle: Between the previous two, right at the mid-
point.

Each level was divided into each lung by drawing a 
horizontal line and leaving a measurable area of   50%; a 
second line, which ran perpendicularly to the horizontal 
one, left a 25% assessable area of each lung. Each 25% 
was subdivided into five portions, which correspond-
ed to an area of   5% each. In each slice and each lung, 
the presence or absence of previously described radio-
graphic patterns was identified by assigning the following 
scores: 0 (none), 1 (≤ 10% affectation), 2 (11-20%), 3 (21-
30%), 4 (31-40%), 5 (41-50%) and 6 (> 50%) (Figure 2). The 
final sum of the scores for each pattern in each HRCT 
slice defined it as the Pattern Score. Thus, the pattern 
with the highest score was defined as the predominant 
pattern. The sum of all the HRCT scores taken from the 
same patient was known as the Total Score (TS). The 
amount of emphysema in these patients was also taken 
into account by using the theoretical calculation of the 
“Composite Physiologic Index” (CPI), which results from 
the following equation: CPI = 91.0 - (0.65 × %DLCO) - 
(0.53 × % FVC) + (0.34 × % FEV1) [16]. CPI correlates well 
with disease extent in HRCT and eliminates the influ-
ence of emphysema on PFT, which is commonly found 
in current smokers, and occasionally in pulmonary fibro-
sis [1,2,17-19].

Statistical analysis: Data were tabulated and an-
alyzed in a database designed for this purpose, which 
is found in the PASW Statistics 18 statistical program. 
After checking the normality of the variables, they 

         

Figure 2: Quantification of the HRCT slices.

Table 1: Demographic characteristics of the study population.

Males 33 (68.7)
Females 15 (31.3)
Age* (years) 71.6 (69.22-74.02)
Smoking habit  
Never smoked 16 (33.3%)
Still smoke 25 (52.1%)
Formerly smoked 7 (14.6%)
Died 17 (35.4)
Charlson Index* 2.77 (1.8-3.8)

Abbreviations: Absolute values and (%). *: Average and 95CI.
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nosis (PaO2 = 49.8 ± 8 mmHg) (Table 2).

HRCT

The reticular pattern was predominant in 85.4% of 
the patients, with a honeycombing pattern in 14.6%. 

and a final SatO2 of 87.2% (84-89), with an average de-
saturation (initial SatO2 minus final SatO2) of 7.2%. The 
average AaPO2 was 29.7 mmHg (26-32); 68.2% of the 
patients had hypoxemia (PaO2: 72.1 mmHg (66-77) and 
12.5% displayed respiratory failure at the time of diag-
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Figure 3: Correlations between the PFT and HRCT Scores.
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There was not any relation between the scores and air 
blood gases or with BAL cellularity.

Survival and mortality

Seventeen patients (35.4%) died during the study pe-
riod (survival of 30 ± 4 months), seven of whom (53.8%) 
exhibited a reticular predominant pattern in HRCT and 
six (46.2%) displayed a honeycombing pattern. These 
patients displayed greater functional impairment at 
the time of diagnosis and obtained a higher HS, TS and 
CPI. A tendency for BAL neutrophilia among these pa-
tients was also found (Table 3 and Table 4).

Global survival was 3.5 years (3.1-4). The patients 
with DLCO < 40 had a worse prognosis (121 vs. 201 days; 
p = 0.003) and were also those with a TS ≥ 20 (155 vs. 
207; p = 0.012) (Figure 4 and Figure 5). The bad progno-
sis factors after the COX regression analysis were DLCO 
< 40 (Expβ = 3.985; 95CI: 1.503-10.561; p = 0.005) and a 
TS ≥ 20 (Expβ = 3.352; 95CI: 1.128-9.963; p = 0.03) (Ta-
ble 5 and Table 6).

Subanalysis of the Lower HRCT Level

A good correlation was found between the HS and 
DLCO (r = -0.533; p < 0.001), KCO (r = -0.426; p < 0.01) 
and CPI (r = 0.505; p < 0.001), and also between the 
TS with both DLCO (r = -0.362; p < 0.01) and KCO (r = 

The intraclass correlation index among the radiologists 
who read the Honeycombing Score was 0.92 and the 
Total Score (TS) of fibrosis was 0.78.

Correlation of the HRCT scores with PFT

A significant correlation was found between the HS 
and %DLCO (r = -0.50, p < 0.001), %KCO (r = -0.55, p < 
0.001), and CPI (r = 0.47, p < 0.001), and also between 
the TS and %DLCO (r = -0.55 , p < 0.001), %KCO (r = -0.50, 
p < 0.001) and CPI (r = 0.51, p < 0.001) (Figure 3).

In 6MWT, a significant correlation was observed be-
tween the HS and desaturation (r = -0.34, p = 0.04), and 
also between the TS and final SaO2 (r = 0.45, p < 0.01). 

Table 2: Characteristics of PFT, 6MWT, ABG and BAL.

FVC (%) 79.6 ± 11.6
FEV1 (%) 84.8 ± 13.4
FEV1/FVC (%) 79.8 ± 6.5
DLCO (%) 52.9 ± 13.6
KCO (%) 80.6 ± 23.5
TLC (%) 74.1 ± 15.4
6MWT  
Distance (m) 379.66 ± 115
Initial SatO2 (%) 94.60 ± 2.97
End SatO2 (%) 87.10 ± 6.90
BAL*  
Lymphocytic 1 (4.3)
Neutrophilic 9 (39.2)
Mixed 5 (21.7)
Normal 8 (34.8)
BAL**  
Macrophages 76.3 ± 26.4
Lymphocytes 6.9 ± 6.4
Neutrophils 15.1 ± 20.4
Eosinophils 1.7 ± 10.4

Abbreviations: 6MWT: 6-Minute Walk Test; FVC: Forced Vital 
Capacity; FEV1: Forced Expired Forced in One Second; FEV1/
FVC: Ratio Forced Expired Forced in One Second and Forced 
Vital Capacity; TLC: Total Lung Capacity; DLCO: Diffusing 
Capacity of Carbon Monoxide; KCO: Carbon Monoxide 
Transfer Coefficient; PaO2: Arterial Oxygen Pressure; AaPO2: 
Alveolar-Arterial Oxygen Tension Difference; *: Absolute value 
and (%); **: Average and Standard Deviation.

Table 3: PFT differences between living and deceased.

 Deceased (n = 17) Living (n = 31) P-value
FEV1% 77 ± 7.5 88.9 ± 14.1 0.01
FVC% 72.2 ± 9.3 83.5 ± 11.1 0.005
FEV1/FVC% 82.3 ± 5.8 78.5 ± 6.6 > 0.05
DLCO% 41.2 ± 16.4 58.5 ± 13.3 0.003
KCO% 67.9 ± 25.2 86.1 ± 20.9 0.03
TLC% 65.1 ± 11.5 78.5 ± 15.3 0.01
CPI 52.1 ± 11.6 38.9 ± 10.1 0.002
6MWT (m) 409 ± 58 373.8 ± 124.3 > 0.05
Desaturation 6MWT (%) 13.6 ± 5.5 6.47 ± 4.6 0.03
AaPO2 (mmHg) 45.7 ± 17 22.3 ± 13.4 0.01
Initial SaO2 (%) 94 ± 0.1 94.8 ± 3.2 > 0.05
Final SaO2 (%) 80.3 ± 5.5 88.5 ± 6.4 > 0.05

Abbreviations: FVC: Forced Vital Capacity; FEV1: Forced Expired Volume in One Second; FEV1/FVC: Ratio Forced Expired 
Volume in One Second and Forced Vital Capacity; TLC: Total Lung Capacity; DLCO: Diffusing Capacity of Carbon Monoxide; KCO: 
Carbon Monoxide Transfer Coefficient; CPI: Composite Physiologic Index SaO2 Oxygen Saturation. 6MWT: Six-minute Walking 
Test. AaPO2: Alveolar-Arterial Oxygen Tension Difference. mmHg: Mercury Millimeters; m: Meters; Average and Standard deviation.

Table 4: HRCT and BAL differences between living and de-
ceased.

Deceased Living P-value 
Reticular score 14.9 ± 9.1 13.1 ± 6.1 > 0.05
Honeycombing score 12.0 ± 12.6 4.3 ± 6.9 0.02
Ground-glass score 0.69 ± 2.2 0.96 ± 3.1 > 0.05
Distortion score 5.0 ± 3.4 3.5 ± 5.5 > 0.05
Total fibrosis score 32.6 ± 12.8 21.8 ± 21.8 0.03
Normal BAL* 1 (11.1) 7 (50) > 0.05
Lymphocytic BAL* 1 (11.1) 0 (0) > 0.05
Neutrophilic BAL* 6 (66.7) 3 (21.4) 0.056
Mixed BAL* 1 (11.1) 4 (28.6) > 0.05

Abbreviations: *: Absolute value and (%); BAL data of 23 
patients. Average and standard deviation.
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sis based on its correlation with PFT, which have been 
the only parameters considered to date to determine 
the stability, improvement or progression of IPF [2]. 
The agreement between our radiologist HRCT readers 
was good. Subjective reading is always a matter of dis-
cussion, especially in centers where radiologists are not 
experienced enough given the low prevalence of ILD. 
However, the pre agreement between radiologists to 

-0.481; p < 0.001) (Table 7). In the COX regression uni-
variate analysis, the HS was a bad prognosis factor (Expβ 
= 1,149; 95CI: 1.027-1.285; p = 0.015) (Table 8).

Discussion

This study aimed to evaluate IPF extent by a 
semi-quantitative HRCT score in IPF patients by using it 
to determine severity and its possible role in progno-
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to establish severity at diagnosis, especially due to the 
fact that the evaluated extent of IPF correlated well 
with DLCO, which has been considered to be the main 
parameter to date, together with FVC and AaPO2, in or-
der to monitor disease severity and progression [24,25].

The good correlation found between the HS and DLCO 
has already been reported in other series [23,25,26], but 
neither its extension nor severity of patients has yet 
been quantified in the same way as PFT are currently 
used. What most concerns clinicians when evaluating 
patients with IPF is not only radiological changes, but 
also having better detailed information to allow them 
to obtain the extent and severity of pulmonary fibro-
sis. Xaubet, et al. [5] have shown the usefulness of a 

define not only HRCT disorders, but also scoring values, 
significantly improves their reading agreement, which 
makes it possible to implement it at any care level [6]. 
Similarly to other published studies [5,6,20-23], our re-
sults indicated that a semi-quantitative score was able 

Table 5: COX regression univariate analysis.

Variables p Exp(B) 95% CI Exp(B)
Lower Upper

Age 0.874 1.005 0.945 1.068
Gender 0.358 0.611 0.214 1.745
Charlson Index 0.907 1.022 0.707 1.479
Smoking 0.831 0.946 0.569 1.573
Enphysema 0.677 1.369 0.312 6.011
Reticular Score 0.135 1.067 0.98 1.161
Ground-Glass Score 0.562 0.843 0.474 1.501
Honeycomb Score 0.01 1.103 1.024 1.188
Distortion Score 0.053 1.159 0.998 1.346
Total Score 0.012 1.054 1.012 1.097
SCORE ≥ 20 0.019 3.525 1.234 10.07
FVC 0.016 0.973 0.952 0.995
DLCO 0.005 0.945 0.908 0.983
KCO 0.003 0.96 0.962 0.988
TLC 0.028 0.968 0.941 0.996
CPI 0.002 1.064 1.023 1.105
6MWT 0.694 1.001 0.995 1.007
Initial SaO2 0.391 0.91 0.734 1.128
Final SaO2 0.204 0.944 0.864 1.032
Desaturation 0.505 1.036 0.934 1.148
PaO2 0.533 0.989 0.954 1.025
AaPO2 0.565 1.011 0.975 1.048
FVC (-10%) 0.407 1.624 0.516 5.11
DLCO (-15%) 0.346 1.551 0.623 3.861
DLCO < 40% 0.005 0.501 0.308 0.816
FVC < 50% 0.512 4.686 0.46 4.737
Total Score lower level 0.208 1.048 0.974 1.127
Honeycomb Score lower level 0.015 1.149 1.027 1.285

Abbreviations: p: Level of Significance; CI: Confidence Interval; Exp(B): Exponentiation of the B coefficient; FVC Forced Vital 
Capacity; TLC: Total Lung Capacity; DLCO: Diffusing Capacity of Carbon Monoxide; KCO: Carbon Monoxide Transfer Coefficient; 
CPI: Composite Physiologic Index; SaO2: Oxygen Saturation; 6MWT: Six-Minute Walking Test; PaO2: Arterial Oxygen Pressure; 
AaPO2: Alveolar-Arterial Oxygen Tension Difference.

Table 6: COX regression multivariate analysis.

p Exp(B) 95% CI Exp(B)
DLCO < 40% 0.005 3.985 1.503 10.561
Total Score ≥ 20 0.03 3.352 1.128 9.963

Abbreviations: p: Level of Significance; r: Rank Correlation 
Coefficient; CI: Confidence Interval; Exp(B): Exponentiation of 
the B Coefficient.

Table 7: Pearson correlation between the HRCT scores and 
PFT at the lower HRCT level.

Honeycomb 
Score

Total 
Score

r p r p
DLCO (%) - 0.533 < 0.001 - 0.362 0.01
KCO (%) - 0.426 0.003 - 0.481 < 0.001
CPI (%) 0.505 < 0.001 0.242 > 0.05
Total score 0.608 < 0.001 0.663 < 0.001

Abbreviations: p: Level of Significance; r: Rank Correlation 
Coefficient.

Table 8: COX regression univariate analysis with the lower 
HRCT level.

p Exp(B) 95% CI Exp(B)
Total score 0.208 1.048 0.974 1.127
Honeycomb score 0.015 1.149 1.027 1.285

Abbreviations: p: Level of Significance; r: Rank Correlation 
Coefficient; CI: Confidence Interval; Exp(B): Exponentiation of 
the B Coefficient.
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the HS and the worse prognosis and less survival in the 
univariate analysis, which was not confirmed in the mul-
tivariate analysis, probably due to the small number of 
patients recruited in the cohort. These data are clearly a 
new pathway to be studied in the future because of the 
vast amount of information obtained only at one reading 
level, including severity and prognosis, which could be a 
better way to simplify prognosis research into IPF.

Study Limitations

Loss of a significant number of patients during re-
cruitment was a limiting factor to obtain more conclu-
sive results as many functional parameters showed a 
clear trend to statistical significance without actually 
achieving it. The few surgical biopsies performed could 
be another bias to the certainty of diagnosing IPF. How-
ever, all the patients who did not undergo surgical bi-
opsy fulfilled the radiological criteria accepted for IPF 
diagnosis [2], with sensitivity above 90% when the HRCT 
showed a characteristic UIP pattern [41]. We consid-
er that this should not significantly bias our results. We 
also consider not making a comparison with other prog-
nosis factors, such as the biomarkers or other indices 
and scales, to be another limitation.

In conclusion, a semi-quantitative HRCT score is very 
useful for evaluating the extent and initial severity of 
IPF. In addition, it may be the only assessable evidence 
in advanced disease stages when the main functional re-
strictions already come into play. Having more amount 
of honeycombing at lower HRCT levels of lungs could be 
related with poorer survival. In any case, more studies 
with larger numbers of cases and long-term monitoring 
are necessary to ensure a reliable way to quantify the 
usefulness of extending IPF in the prognostic evaluation 
and evolution of these patients.
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